
Volunteers are important and necessary in order for our group to run smoothly.  Filling in in 
one of these positions is a requirement to being a part of Roots and Wings.  Volunteers are set to run on 
a six-week rotation and their assignment will be only within the hours that their children are in class.  
If you are unable to fulfill your responsibility it is your responsibility to find a substitute using the 
family directory and then notify Missy Beechy at 815-955-4137 with the name of your sub.   

The following positions are necessary each week: 

 Temperature Check: During the pandemic, this person will be responsible for checking the 
temperature of everyone 3 and over entering the building.  Anyone with a temperature 100.4 
or higher will be asked to go home.   
 

 Front desk: Volunteer will greet families each morning and welcome them upon arrival, check 
each student in and distribute name tags. Any information that a parent needs can start at the 
front desk. The desk is also security for the front door. This area should stay clear at all times 
and remain available for people to access. Upon dismissal, verify number on students name tag 
matches parents number.   
 
 

 Hall Monitor: The hall monitor needs to be constantly roaming the assigned hallway (upstairs 
or downstairs) and making sure everyone is in class safely. The volunteer will monitor the hall, 
the stairs, and the elevator.  Students under 8 years old should be with their parents at all times, 
unless they are in class. If students need to use the bathroom during class, the hall monitor 
should be available to walk them to the bathroom and back to class when finished.   
 

 Door Monitor:  Volunteer will greet students and parents at the door, as it will be locked at all 
times.  You will verify adult shows either lanyard or ID.  If ID is shown, write family number on 
temporary sticker. This person will also be available during their designated time to fill in 
where necessary and fulfill duties assigned to them. For safety reasons, your children cannot be 
with you if you are scheduled to work there.   
 

 Study Hall Monitor:  This person maintains a peaceful and orderly study hall. They are 
responsible for taking attendance and keeping students socially distanced.  In case of an 
emergency, Study Hall Monitor will also take the role of teacher to lead signed-in students in 
the emergency procedure. They will verify that all students not with a parent have signed in. 
 

 Substitute Volunteer:  A person who is available to fill in as needed.   
 
 

*Please do NOT leave your volunteer spot until the next person arrives to relieve you.  If they are 
running late, please try to stay or notify board member to cover. 


